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many teachers from knowing and using the daily living situa-
tions of their pupils as teaching material.
THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES VARIES
teachers are one important resource
Some of the differences in the quality of the experiences
described above are attributable to the philosophy, ability,
and training of the teachers who help plan and carry through
the experiences. Many teachers seeing the needs have, how-
ever, hesitated to go beyond their field of specialization to do
anything about them. Others, who teach all the assigned sub-
jects to their classes, have felt too limited by background and
preparation to teach nutrition, economics, housing, or family
and social relationships. Some teachers think this is a job for
the specialist, others, that the day is not long enough to
"cover" all that should be taught. To illustrate: Much of the
sewing that is learned in the lower grades must be taught by
the classroom teachers because there are not enough special
teachers to teach it. Teachers may have the help of special-
ists and supervisors, yet not feel secure, because they think a
high degree of skill is required. If emphases were transferred
to helping the children to cooperate in their home living
through the tasks they do at home anyway, the teacher's own
daily living might be a rich source of teaching material and
of creating pupils' interest in their homes.
In many districts the teachers know their communities and
are concerned about the conditions of cultural poverty evi-
dent in the lives of the children. They often beautify the
classroom to offset the meager home environment of the
children. They direct the attention of the guidance special-
ists toward the children who need assistance, and help chil-
dren to earn means for keeping up with their school work.
Teachers are eager to improve the curriculum. In order to
have an experience program which makes possible the inte-
gration of the developing child, teachers of a school will work
together, drawing upon all available resources for assistance

